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1. INTRODUCTION
About a decade ago Arveson [2] defined a class of unitless separable
C*-algebras which may be viewed as continuous analogues of Cuntz’
algebras On . Each of these algebras is associated to a so called product
system E and denoted by C*(E ). A product system is a kind of spectrum
for a semigroup of endomorphisms of B(H ) and generalizes the collection
of intertwiner spaces for a single endomorphism and all its powers. Arveson
established in [2] that there is a 1-1-correspondence between representations
of such objects, semigroups and representations of C*(E ).
The structure of product systems is still not very well understood but a
number of non isomorphic ones is known to exist. In particular, there are
3 different types. The type I case is fully classified by an integer in
N _ []. Recently Tsirelson [10] found uncountably many examples of
type II.
The analogy with the discrete case led to the compelling conjecture that
any two spectral algebras C*(E ) and C*(F ) are isomorphic if and only if
E and F are isomorphic. Arveson showed also in [2] that C*(E ) is simple
and nuclear if E is not type III. We improve on this result here by showing
that C*(E ) is even purely infinite in this case.
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In [11, 13] we showed that C*(E ) is always KK-contractible. Thus we
may now apply the KirchbergPhillips classification [5, 8] which implies
that C*(E )$O2 K in the above mentioned cases. Therefore the only
case where the structure of C*(E ) remains unclear is when E is type III.
2. CONTINUOUS PROPER SEMIGROUP CROSSED PRODUCTS
Let A be a C*algebra and (\t)t # R+ a semigroup of non-unital endo-
morphisms of A; i.e., \t(A) is a proper subalgebra of A for some and hence
each t>0 which we also assume to be hereditary. Further we suppose that
t [ \t(a) is continuous in the norm for any a # A. Such a semigroup will
be called proper following [9] in the discrete case. A covariant representa-
tion of (A, \) is a pair (?, V ), where ?: A  B(H ) is a representation on a
Hilbert space H and V is a strongly continuous semigroup of isometries on
the same Hilbert space s.t. V(t) ?(a) V(t)*=?(\t(a)) for all t>0. We
define the semigroup crossed product as the C*algebra generated by the set
of operators [! [ 0 dt ?(a(t)) V(t) ! | t [ a(t) # L
1(R+ , A)] in the
universal covariant representation.
Our first goal is to show that C*(E ) is such a semigroup crossed product
provided E is not type III. For definitions and background results we
refer the reader to [1, 2, 11]. We have already mentioned that there is
a 1-1-correspondence between representations ?: C*(E )  B(H ) and
representations ,: E  B(H ) [2, 3.4]. If E has a unit, then EM(C*(E ))
[11, 4.2.20] which simplifies the proof of this correspondence because , is
then just given by the extension of ? to the multiplier algebra.
Throughout the rest of the paper, let E be a non-trivial product system
with a normalized unit u. We denote by L1E the following Banach-V-algebra.
It consists of all measurable families of compact operators (Kt)t>0 , where
Kt # K(E(t)) and t [ &Kt& is integrable, equipped with the L1-norm and
the product
(KL)t=|
t
0
ds[(Ks 1) Lt+Kt(Ls 1)], (K*)t :=K t*.
We denote its C*-closure by AE . Here are some properties of this
C*-algebra:
Proposition 2.1. (i) AE is contained in M(C*(E )).
(ii) Every state | on AE is given by a family of positive trace class
operators Tt # L1(E(t)) s.t. R ts(Tt)Ts , whenever 0<s<t, limt  0 &Tt &1
=1 and t [ &Tt&1 is right continuous. Here R ts : L1(E(t))  L1(E(s))
denotes the relative trace map and |(K)=0 dt tr(TtKt), K # L
1
E .
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(iii) For each x # AE, +"[0] there exists t>0 and a unit vector
! # E(t) s.t. |!(x)>0, where |! is the state on AE given by the family
Ts=R ts( |!)(!| ), s<t and Ts=0 if st.
(iv) The representation of At :=AE AtAE on the Hilbert space
E(t) is faithful and is the GNS-representation associated to a state as in (iii).
(v) AE is a prime C*-algebra with a decreasing 1-parameter family of
ideals given by At :=cl[K # L1E | Ks=0 \s<t].
(vi) KK(AE , AE)=0, in particular K*(AE)=0.
Proof (as in [11]). (i) By [11, 4.1.20], M(C*(E )) contains E, hence
f (t) g(t)* for f, g # L1(E ) & L2(E ) and any t>0, therefore also the integrals
over these elements taken over t. This means that a dense subspace of AE
is contained in M(C*(E )), thus AE itself.
(ii) This is as in [11, 3.2.9, 3.2.10].
(iii) This follows from (ii).
(iv) This is a modification of [11, 3.2.15].
(v) This follows from (ii) because for each pure state, t [ &Tt& is a
characteristic function /(0, a) for some a # (0, ].
(vi) This is as in [11, Sect. 3.4.1]. K
A section t [ f (t) # E(t) is called continuous if t [ ,( f (t)) is strongly
continuous in any representation ,. We denote the continuous sections
with compact support in E by Cc(E ) (cf. [12]). One can see that
Cc*(E ) :=span[Cc(E ) Cc(E )*] is a dense V-subalgebra.
Lemma 2.2. Let u be a normalized unit in E. Then:
(i) There exists a strongly continuous semigroup of V-endomorphisms
\ on AE defined on L1E by
(\t(K ))r={ |u(t))(u(t)| Kr&t0
if r>t
otherwise.
(ii) Let ?: C*(E )  B(H ) be any representation on a separable
Hilbert space. Then V(t) :=,(u(t)) is a strongly continuous semigroup of
proper isometries of H s.t. V(t) ?(x) V(t)*=?(\t(x)), \t>0 and x # AE .
(Here we denote the canonical extension of ? to M(C*(E )) also by ?.)
(iii) \ is a proper semigroup.
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(iv) The set of integrals [0 dt[u(t)* x(&t)+x(t) u(t)] | x # Cc(R, A
t
E )]
is a norm dense V-subalgebra of C*(E ). In fact already the set [0 dt[u(t)* x(&t)
+x(t) u(t)] | x # Cc(R, AE)] contains C c*(E ).
(v) For any pair (?* , V ), where ?* is a representation of AE on a
separable Hilbert space and V is a strongly continuous semigroup of
isometries s.t. V(t) ?* (x) V(t)*=?* (\t(x)) for all x # AE there exists a unique
representation ?: C*(E )  B(H ) s.t. ,(u(t))=V(t), ?* =? | AE (? extended
to M(C*(E )) as before).
Proof. (i) It follows from the definition of \ by direct computation
that it is a semigroup of injective V-endomorphisms on L1E . Standard
arguments show that it extends to AE .
(ii) V(t)=,(u(t)) is strongly measurable hence a strongly continuous
nonunitary semigroup of isometries in any nontrivial nondegenerate
representation (otherwise the associated eo -semigroup would be auto-
morphic). Moreover, because EM(C*(E )) we have for any t>0,
?( f (t) g(t)*)=?( f (t)) ?(g(t))*=,( f (t)) ,(g(t))*, hence ?(( | f (t))(g(t)| )t)
=0 dt ,( f (t)) ,(g(t))*, f, g # L
1 & L2. This implies that the claim holds
for x in a dense subspace of AE which suffices.
(iii) Obviously, u(t) AEu(t)*At which is a proper hereditary
subalgebra.
(iv) By [11, 4.2.19] the algebra C*(E ) contains also the non self-
adjoint algebra L1(E ) and is in fact generated by it. Now AE M(C*(E ))
and all integrals 0 dt f (t) u(t), f # L
1(R+) are in C*(E ). Therefore all
integrals 0 dt[u(t)* f (t) x1+ g(t) x2 u(t)], where x1 , x2 # A
t
E (the
unitization on AE) and f, g # Cc(R), are contained in C*(E ). Standard
approximation arguments show that also integrals of the form
|

0
dt[u(t)* x(&t)+x(t) u(t)], (1)
where t [ x(t) # L1(R, AtE ), are contained in C*(E ). On the other
hand, using the fact that u(t)* AtE u(t)A
t
E for any t>0 and
0 dt x(t) u(t) u(t)* # AE , a calculation shows that expressions of the form
(1), where t [ x(t) # Cc(R, A tE ), form a V-algebra.
It remains to prove that this V-algebra is in fact dense in C*(E ). For that
it suffices to show the second assertion in (iv). To this end, let f, g # Cc(E ).
If we denote the characteristic function of the interval (a, b) by /(a, b) , then
for r, t>0 we have the identity /(0, r)(t)=/(t, )(r). Using this and Fubini’s
theorem we obtain
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fg*=|

0
dx |

0
dy f (x) g( y)*
=||
0 yx
dx dy f (x) g( y)*+||
0x y
dx dy f (x) g( y)*
=|

0
dr |
r
0
dt[ f (r) g(r&t)* u(t)* u(t)+u(t)* u(t) f (r&t) g(r)*]
=|

0
dr |

0
dt /(0, r)(t)[ f (r) g(r&t)* u(t)* u(t)
+u(t)* u(t) f (r&t) g(r)*]
=|

0
dt _\|

t
dr f (r) g(r&t)* u(t)*+ u(t)
# AE
+u(t)* \|

t
dr u(t) f (r&t) g(r)*+& .
# AE
Now the families r [ | f (r))(u(t) g(r&t)| and r [ |u(t) f (r&t))(g(r)|
are both continuous in the variable t for any fixed r. Therefore the section
w.r.t. to r is continuous in t w.r.t. the L1-norm on L1E hence also w.r.t. the
operator norm on AE . Thus fg* is of the form 0 dt[u(t)* x(&t)+
x(t) u(t)], x # Cc(R, AE). On the other hand, the span of these elements
form our dense V-subalgebra Cc*(E ).
(v) We show that for any covariant representation (?* , V ) as in the
assumption, there exists a unique representation , of E s.t. ,(u(t))=V(t)
and
|

0
dt ,( f (t)) ,(g(t))*=?* (( | f (t))(g(t)| )t # R+),
whenever f, g # L2(E ) & L1(E ).
(1) Existence. We note first that ?* determines a measurable family of
representations 64 t : K(E(t))  B(H ), unique a.e. s.t.
?* ((Kt))=|

0
dt 64 t(Kt)
and
64 t+s((Kt 1) Lt+s)=64 t(Kt) 64 t+s(Lt+s), s, t>0.
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One can show this using the same proof as in [11, 3.2.4]. The assumption
then implies
V(t) 64 s(Ks) V(t)*=64 s+t( |u(t))(u(t)| Ks)
for Ks # K(E(s)) and almost all s>0.
Now let for e # E(t),
,(e)=64 t( |e)(u(t)| ) V(t),
which is measurable. For f # E(s) we have
,(ef )=64 t+s( |ef )(u(t+s)| ) V(t+s)
=64 t+s((( |e)(u(t)| )1)( |u(t) f )(u(t+s)| )) V(t+s)
=64 t( |e)(u(t)| ) 64 t+s( |u(t) f ))(u(t) u(s)| ) V(t+s)
=64 t( |e)(u(t)| ) V(t) 64 s( | f )(u(s)| ) V(t)* V(t+s)
=,(e) ,( f ).
Thus , is a representation of E s.t. ,(u(t))=V(t) and
|

0
dt ,( f (t)) ,(g(t))*
=|

0
dt 64 t( | f (t))(u(t)| ) V(t) V(t)* 64 t( |u(t))( g(t)| )
=|

0
dt 64 t( | f (t))( g(t)| )
=?* (( | f (t))( g(t)| )t),
where for the second to last identity we note
V(t) V(t)*= lim
=  0
1
= |
=
0
dx V(t+x) V(t+x)*
= lim
=  0
1
=
V(t) ?* (( |u(x))(u(x)| )x # ]0, =[) V(t)*
= lim
=  0
1
=
?* (( |u(t+x))(u(t+x)| )x # ]0, =[)
=64 t( |u(t))(u(t)| )
by definition of 64 t (cf. [11]).
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(2) Uniqueness. Let ,: E  B(H ) be a representation s.t. ,(u(t))=
V(t), ?* =? | AE . Then for e, f # E(t) we have 64 t( |e)( f | )=,(e) ,( f )* by
definition of ? (cf. [2]). Hence ,(e)=64 t( |e)(u(t)| ) V(t). K
In summary, Lemma 2.2 shows that C*(E ) is a proper semigroup
crossed product. Note that such a proper semigroup crossed product is
nonunital and contains a 1-parameter semigroup of isometries in its multi-
plier algebra (hence nontrivial projections using the Cayley transform).
Thus it satisfies some kind of infiniteness condition. To show that C*(E )
is purely infinite we need a few remarks about weights on C*-algebras.
Recall [7] that a weight , on a C*-algebra A is a positive homogenous
additive functional ,: A+  [0, +] which we always assume to be
semi-finite; i.e., cl[x # A+ | ,(x)<]=A+ . Then N,=[x # A | ,(x*x)
<] is a dense left ideal and M, :=N*, N,=N*, & N, is a dense
hereditary V-subalgebra i.e. 0x y and y # M, implies x # M, . , is called
lower semi-continuous (l.s.c.) if for any :>0 the set A: :=[x # A+ | ,(x)
:] is norm closed. In this case , is actually the supremum over all bounded
positive linear functionals which are dominated by ,. Note further that in
the semi-finite case M,, + contains approximate units for A and that for
any such approximate unit (u*)M,, + the functional x [ ,(u*xu*) is
positive and everywhere finite on A+ hence bounded. Furthermore,
,(u*xu*)  ,(x), whenever x # M, .
Now let T: C*(E )  M(C*(E )) be as in [12] the operator valued
weight defined as a certain weak integral, that is, as follows: T(x)=
y # M(C*(E )) if lima   12? 
a
&a dt |(#t(x))=|( y) for all | # C*(E )*
(extended to M(C*(E))). Here # denotes the gauge automorphism group
on C*(E ) defined in [2] by #t( fg*)=0 dr 

0 ds e
it(r&s)f (r) g(s)*. For
convenience we include the following elementary calculation (which is
essentially the Fourier inversion theorem):
Lemma 2.3. Let f # Cc(R); then
1
2? |
a
&a
dr |
R
dt eitrf (t) wwa   f (0).
Proof. For any a>0, Fubini’s theorem shows
1
2? |
a
&a
dr |
R
dt eitrf (t)=
1
2? |R dt |
a
&a
dr cos(tr) f (t)
=
1
2? |R dt
2 sin(ta)
t
f (t) wwa   f (0). K
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We will denote the limit lima   a&a dt by $ dt. If x # Cc(R, AE) then
Lemma 2.2(iv) implies that the integral 0 dt[u(t)* x(&t)+x(t) u(t)]
defines an element in C*(E ) which will by slight abuse of notation also be
denoted by x. As a Corollary of Lemma 2.3 we obtain the value of T for
such elements.
Lemma 2.4. Let t [ x(t) # Cc(R, AE) be a continuous function with
compact support taking values in AE . Then the corresponding element
x # C*(E ) lies in Dom T and we have T(x)=x(0).
Proof. For any state | on C*(E ) the function
f| : R % t [ {|(u(&t)* x(t))|(x(t) u(t))
if t<0
if t0
is continuous with compact support. By Lemma 2.3 this shows
1
2? |
$ dr |(#r(x))=
1
2? |
$ dr |
R
dt eitrf|(t)= f|(0)=|(x(0)). K
Remark 2.5. T is faithful, i.e., x # (Dom T )+ and T(x)=0 imply x=0.
For any state | on C*(E ), | b T is a lower semi-continuous weight on
C*(E ) with Dom(| b T)$Dom T.
Proof. Let x # (Dom T )+ , x{0; then $ dt |(#t(x)) exists for each
| # C*(E )*+ . If we choose | s.t. |(x)>0, then |(T(x))>0, hence T(x){0
which means that T is faithful.
For the second claim, let xn  x, xn0 and suppose that | b T(xn): for
some :>0 and all n # N. Then for any fixed a>0 also 12? 
a
&a dt |(#t(x)):,
using Lebesgue’s theorem. This means 12? $ dt |(#t(x)):. K
Lemma 2.6. Suppose u is a unit in E and ( fn) is a sequence of integrable
functions on R s.t. supp( fn)(&$n , $n), $n  0, the sequence (& fn&1) is
bounded and R dt fn(t)  1. Then the sequence un=0 dt[ fn(&t) u(t)*+
fn(t) u(t)] is an approximate unit for C*(E ). In particular this is true
whenever the fn are positive with L1-norm equal to 1.
Proof. We may define continuous families of linear contractive maps of
C*(E ) to itself by Tu(t) :=u(t) x, Su(t) :=u(t)* x, x # C*(E ). Of course,
Tu(0)=Su(0)=id and the families are strongly continuous on C*(E ) from
which the claim follows. K
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3. PURE INFINITENESS
We start by recalling a few facts about the notion of purely infinite
C*-algebras. Von Neumann algebras with the property that any two
nonzero projections are Murray-von Neumann equivalent are exactly the
factors of type III. They are also characterized as those factors that do not
possess finite or semi-finite traces. In [3] J. Cuntz called a unital C-algebra
purely infinite if for any positive nonzero x # A+ there exists a # A s.t.
a*xa=1. This is the analogue of the above property for positive elements.
By example he showed later on that nonzero projections are not always
equivalent in purely infinite algebras. The equivalence classes of projections
in such algebras form actually a group in a natural way without any
stabilization. This group is the K0 -group of the algebra [4]. It is not
known whether there exist simple C*-algebras without traces which are not
purely infinite. In any case, pure infiniteness is equivalent to A being simple
s.t. each nonzero hereditary subalgebra contains an infinite projection. For
non-unital algebras this condition can be taken as a definition and it is
equivalent to a number of other conditions (cf. [6]). We are going to use
the following formulation:
Proposition 3.1. For a _-unital C*-algebra A the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) A is purely infinite.
(ii) For x, y # A"[0] and =>0 there exist a, b # A s.t. &x&ayb&<=.
(iii) For any positive nonzero x # A+ there is a sequence (an)A s.t.
(an*xan) is an approximate unit for A.
Proof. (i)  (ii). This follows from the results in [6].
(ii) O (iii). Clear.
(iii) O (ii). We have to show that for any two nonzero elements x
and y in A there are sequences (cn), (dn), (en), ( fn)A s.t. cn xdn  y and
enyfn  x. By assumption we can find sequences (an) and (bn) in A s.t.
(an*x*xan) and (bn*y*ybn) are approximate units. But then yan*x*xan  y
and xbn*y*ybn  x. K
For the proof of the main theorem we need a technical result about
certain positive definite functions on R associated to a product system with
unit.
Let $>0 s.t. s>$ and e($ ) # E($ ) a unit vector s.t. (e($ ), u($ ))=0.
Then one checks that the function
.$ : (&s, s) % r [ (u(s) e($ ) u(s), u(s+r) e($ ) u(s&r))
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has support in [&$, $], is positive definite (when extended by 0 to all of
R) and independent of the choice of s>$. It is also given by
.$(r)={(e($ ) u(s), u(r) e($ ) u(s&r))(u(&r) e($ ) u(s+r), e($ ) u(s))
if r0
if r<0.
Lemma 3.2. (i) If E has ArvesonPowers index 1 (i.e., E contains at
least two units), then e($ ) can be chosen s.t. .$ is not only positive definite
but also positive (i.e., non-negative on R).
(ii) If E has only one unit, then for any $>0 there are sequences ($n),
(sn), sn>$n>0 and unit vectors e($n) # E($n) s.t. (.$n) converges uniformly
on compact subsets of R to a function $ with support in [&$, $] which is
positive and positive definite (s.t. $(0)=1).
Proof. (i) The assumption on E implies that E contains a copy of the
exponential product system E1 of index 1. For t>0 we have E1(t)=
Fs(L2(0, t)), where Fs(L2(0, t)) denotes the symmetric Fock space over
L2(0, t). If we choose e($) # L2(0, $)Fs(L2(0, $)) to be a positive
function, then .$ becomes positive and positive definite at the same time.
(ii) We can use the following dilation argument: Let E be the
Hilbert space inductive limit of the Hilbert spaces E(x, y) :=E( y&x),
where y>x and (x1 , y1)(x2 , y2) iff x2x1 and y2 y1 and with
inclusion maps E(x1 , y1) % h [ u(x1&x2) hu( y2& y1) # E(x2 , y2). By shift
invariance there is a unitary group U on E dilating u with one fixed
vector u . Using a similar argument as in [11, 4.2.1] we can see that
E $Cu L2(R, K ) for some separable Hilbert space K s.t. U acts as a
shift on L2(R, K ). In particular, every positive definite function  which is
the Fourier transform of a probability measure with a density (w.r.t.
Lebesgue measure) can be written in the form (t)=(’, U(t) ’) , where
’ # E , &’&=1. The claim follows because x< y E(x, y)=E (this dila-
tion also shows of course that .$ is positive definite). K
Now we can show the following:
Theorem 3.3. If E is not type III, then C*(E ) is purely infinite; hence
isomorphic to O2 K.
Proof. We only have to show that C*(E ) is purely infinite. Let
x # C*(E )+ be nonzero. We would like to find a sequence as in condition
(iii) of Proposition 3.1. To this end we first start with an arbitrary
x # C c*(E ) and establish a certain approximation assertion (Claim I and
II). By Lemma 2.2(iv) we can write our x as x=s0 dt [u(t)* x(&t)+
x(t) u(t)] for some positive s>0, where r [ x(r) # AE is continuous and
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has support in (&s, s). Moreover, because x # Cc*(E ), all the supports of
the x(r) # L1E AE lie in a finite interval which we may as well suppose to
be [0, s].
Any unit vector !s # E(s) defines a state |!s on the subalgebra As=AE
AsAE of elements of support in (0, s) by the family Tt=R st( |!s)(!s | ).
Note that the corresponding GNS-representation is unitarily equivalent to
the canonical representation of As on E(s) (compare Proposition 2.1(iv)).
Let !(n) # E(3s+$n) be defined by !(n)=!su(s) e($n) u(s) which by
[11, 4.2.20] is a sequence of elements in M(C*(E )).
Then we have
!(n)*x! (n)=|
s
0
dt[u(s)* e($n)* u(s)* !s*u(t)* x(&t) !su(s) e($n) u(s)
+u(s)* e($n)* u(s)* !s*x(t) u(t) !su(s) e($n) u(s)]
=|
s
0
dt[u(t)* u(s&t)* e($n)* u(t)*
(1)
_u(s&t)* !s*u(t)* x(&t) !su(s)
(2)
e($n) u(s)
(1)
+u(s)* e($n)*
(1)
u(s)* !s*x(t) u(t) !su(s&t)
(2)
_u(t) e($n) u(s&t)
(1)
u(t)]
=|
s
0
dt[(u(t) e($n) u(s&t), e($n) u(s))
_(u(t) !su(s&t), x(&t)(!su(s))) u(t)*
+(e($n) u(s), u(t) e($n) u(s&t))
_(!su(s), x(t)(u(t) !su(s&t))) u(t)]
=|
s
0
dt[.$n(&t)(u(t) !su(s&t), x(&t)(!s u(s))) u(t)*
+.$n(t)(!su(s), x(t)(u(t) !su(s&t))) u(t)].
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The brackets (1) and (2) indicate the terms which are the arguments
of the two inner products in the expression following the one with the
brackets. Now let vn # C*(E ) be defined by
vn :=
1
:n |

0
dt[.$n(&t) u(t)*+.$n(t) u(t)],
where :n denotes the integral of .$n . Then Lemma 2.6 shows that (vn) is an
approximate unit in C*(E ).
Claim I. Suppose E has at least two units. If e($) is as in Lemma 3.2(i)
and $n  0, then
" 1:n !(n)*x!(n)&|!s(T(x)) vn" ww
n  
0.
Proof. We first suppose that x(0){0. Let =>0; then there exists n # N
s.t. for all t # [&$n , $n],
&x(0)&x(t)&<= &x(0)& and &u(s+t) !su(s&t)&u(s) !su(s)&<=.
Moreover, we have for t # [0, $n]
|(u(t) !su(s&t), x(&t)(!su(s))) &(!su(s), x(&t)(!s u(s)))
(!s , x(&t) !s)
|
=(1+=) &x(0)&,
because the support of x(&t) as an element in L1E is contained in [0, s].
Furthermore
|(!s , x(&t) !s) &(!s , x(0) !s) |= &x(0)&,
hence
|(u(t) !su(s&t), x(&t)(!su(s))) &(!s , x(0) !s) |=(2+=) &x(0)&.
Similarly, we obtain for t # [0, $n]
|(!su(s), x(t)(u(t) !su(s&t)))&(!s , x(0) !s) |=(2+=) &x(0)&.
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By putting these inequalities together we arrive at
" 1:n _|

0
dr .$n(r)[u(r)*+u(r)] |!s(T(x))&!
(n)*x!(n)&"

1
:n |
$n
0
dr |.$n(r)| &u(r)*+u(r)& &T(x)& =(2+=)
=&vn& &T(x)& =(2+=)=&T(x)& =(2+=).
Because =>0 is arbitrary the claim follows. The case where x(0)=0 is an
easy modification and omitted.
Upon replacing !(n) by !(n) # E(2sn+s+$n), !(n) :=!su(sn) e($n) u(sn),
where sns and sn  , the claim holds for any x # C c*(E ) provided |!s
is the state defined by the family
Tt={R
s
t( |!)(!| )
|!u(t&s))(!u(t&s)|
if ts
if t>s.
Let |!s be understood as such, sn , $n and e($n) as in Lemma 3.2(ii) if
necessary. Then, using a straightforward modification of the above calcula-
tion, we have actually shown:
Claim II: For any E as in the assumption (i.e., E has at least one unit)
there exists a sequence !(n) # E(2sn+s+$n) s.t. for any x # C c*(E ) the
following holds,
" 1:n !(n)*x!(n)&|!s(T(x)) vn" 0,
where :n is the integral over $$n (cf. Lemma 3.2(ii), $$n plays the role of the
$ there) and in the definition of vn the function .$n has to be replaced by $$n .
Here $$n  0 and .$n is close to $$n which in turn is positive and has support
in [&$$n , $$n]. (($n) does not necessarily converge to 0.)
It remains to conclude using Claim II. By Proposition 2.1(iii) we know
that [|!s | s>0, &!s&=1, !s # E(s)] is a faithful family of states on AE . Let
, :=|!s b T, which depends on !s and let M, be the dense hereditary
subalgebra of C*(E ) as defined before which is the domain of definition
for ,. Choose finally a positive approximate unit (um)C c*(E ) for
C*(E ) which exists because C c*(E ) is a norm dense subalgebra. Then
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x [ ,(umxum) is positive and bounded and by the lower semi-continuity
,(umxum) converges to ,(x) for any x # M, . Now we define Vn, m : C*(E )
 C*(E ) by
Vn, m(x) :=
1
:n
!(n)*um xum! (n)&,(umxum) vn .
Let us fix m for the moment. For x # C*(E )+ s.t. &x&1 we have
0umxumu2m . Hence &!(n)*umxum !(n)&&!(n)*u2m!(n)&. Because each
element in the unit ball is the sum of four positive contractions multiplied
by scalars with absolute value bounded by 1, it follows that the sequence
(&Vn, m&)n # N is bounded for each m # N.
On the other hand, by proving Claim II we have just shown that
Vn, m(x) ww
n   0, whenever x is in the dense subalgebra C c*(E ). Thus it is
easy to see that &Vn, m(x)& ww
n   0 for any x # C*(E ), using the norm
boundedness.
Finally let x # C*(E )+ be nonzero. We can find m # N s.t. umxum is not
zero. We have |(T(umxum))< for any | # C*(E )*+ which means
umxum # Dom T. In particular, umxum # M, , where ,=|!s b T for any !s .
We can choose s>0 and a unit vector !s # E(s) s.t. |!s(T(umxum))=: :>0.
Because Vn, m(x) ww
n   0 we have for this m
&Vn, m(x)&=" 1:n !(n)*umxum !(n)&:vn" 0.
It follows that (:&1:&1n !
(n)*umxum! (n))n # N is an approximate unit in
C*(E ). Thus C*(E ) is in fact purely infinite. K
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